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FRONT PAGE
The main events between issues of Torch Bearer have been the release of the second series of
Olympic and Paralympic stamps by Royal Mail on the 27th July and the 1st celebration of the
Youth Olympic Games.
The stamp issue certainly tested Bob Wilcock and I to our limits in trying to produce sufficient
philatelic souvenirs to satisfy members requirements and add to the philatelic documentation of
the London 2012 Olympic Games.
Our aim was to produce postally used commemorative items - in compliance with our agreement
with LOCOG, and not to impact on Royal Mail marketing. To achieve this we utilise approved
SmartStamp designs, and try to achieve postal use at the post office nearest too, or relevant to
the venue of the sport depicted.
Preparation is assisted by the pre-release of stamps by the Philatelic Bureau, but ultimately
limited by the validity date of the SmartStamp which can only be printed the day before use. To
facilitate access to the SmartStamp server this usually means me printing between 0:00 and
02:00 and Bob Wilcock printing between 09:00 and 12:00. Franking of covers is then completed
and we set off the following day to mail items at the selected post offices.
July 27th was more complex because of the location of the football venues, and it was
impossible to visit all of the post offices within one day, so next day guaranteed delivery was
used to deliver our covers to Glasgow, Manchester and Newcastle. Results were mixed, but after
an anxious wait our covers duly arrived.
Problems that we cannot overcome include the quality of counter handstamping, and regrettably
some postal losses (on this issue it was only one cover).
Preparing covers for special handstamps is easier with pre-release and the assistance of
committee members - in this instance Kenny Cook. But when one looks at some 3500 stamps
and the task of separating them, placing on covers and forwarding / delivering to the post offices
or Special Handstamp Centres is rather daunting.
The 1st Youth Olympic Games has been celebrated in Singapore (with very limited media
coverage in the UK). For the collectors of the earlier Olympic Games, the Youth Olympics offer
an opportunity to add a 'modern' flavour to their collection without appearing disjointed. In this
issue the Youth Olympics are reported quite extensively thanks to Thomas Lippert, Ellis Kwan
and Ganxian Tang. There are also stamp issues from many of the participating nations, and the
initial impression is that these issues have been conservative in number of stamps issued and
face values - a welcome trend if continued.
A World Olympic Collectors Fair is being held in Beijing from 14th - 18th October, 2010 and the
SOC will be present at a table. Any members attending will be welcome to visit and have a chat.
A World Olympic Collectors Fair will be held in Chicago in 2011, details will be published when
available.
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SLICING THE LONDON PIN PIE - Pin Categories
by Sid Marantz and Bud Kling
With the Olympics coming to London and Great Britain in 2012, so will the pins and pin traders.
Described as the "largest spectator sport of the Games", Olympic pins have existed for over 100
years and have been traded among athletes and officials for almost the entire time. Spectators,
the press and sponsors have been involved in a big way for well over 30 years. To help British
collectors get "up to speed" with this area of Olympic collecting, two long-time, expert collectors
have begun a series of articles on pin collecting. Sid Marantz and Bud Kling have been to 25
Olympics between them. They have published articles and given talks on pin collecting in
various forums to collectors and sponsors VIPs all over the world. They have managed pin
trading centers for Games Organizing Committees and Coca Cola for every Olympics since
1998. They are both members of the International Society of Olympic Historians. They will
present, along with other experts in the field, articles that will educate and give advice on ways
to get involved and enjoy this activity before, during and after the Games.
The Size of the Pie
If past Olympic Games are any indication, there could be in excess 5000 pins made for the 2012
Olympic Games in London from all sources. Many of these will be made by Hanov, the Official
Licensee for the Games. There will be other pins brought to the games by other stakeholders.
National Olympic Committees, The Media, Sports Federations, Agencies, and the like based in
other countries will come to London, pins in hand, ready to partake in the action.
It will take a Herculean effort and a very substantial pocketbook to attempt to collect all the pins
that will be available for the London Games. Early on, some "hardy" individuals will attempt to
take on this task. Almost all will abandon the quest somewhere along the line. At first, it seems
like an attainable goal as almost all the pins are issued by entities in the host nation and the
locals who get involved early on, can pretty well keep up with new pins. As the Games get
closer, the rate of new issues picks up considerably within the host country. As the Games
begin, pins from all over the world will come to London. The number of new pins turning up in
just that first week of the Games will far eclipse all the pins issued before the Opening
Ceremony. Long time collectors will not even know what is out there and it takes about a year for
collectors comparing notes to even get close to identifying all the pins issued for a Games.
Slicing the Pie
So if collecting the entire output of pins for the 2012 Games is not attainable and not even a
smart thing to attempt, how does one define a collection that will be personally satisfying and
rewarding if they are a novice or long time collector? Most collectors start by defining what sub
groups within the total pins available appeal to them and then concentrate within one or more of
these groups. Describing how to divide the whole of the pins into parts is problematic since no
one will agree as to what each slice should represent. Should the slices be large and broadly
defined or smaller and more narrowly focused? Some pins legitimately fall into more than one
category. Different people will have different opinions. Since we are writing this piece we will tell
you our method conceding that anyone else knowledgeable in the subject would almost certainly
divide things differently.
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Stakeholders in the Olympic Movement
The Olympic movement is made up of three permanent and one temporary group of
stakeholders. The permanent members are the International Olympic Committee, which is the
custodian of the Movement and is based in Lausanne Switzerland. The second stakeholder
group is made up of the International Sports Federations (IF). Currently, there are in excess of
thirty which have sports on the Olympic program. Each is responsible for the running the
competition for their sport at the Games. Within each IF, every country that practices that sport
and meets the criterion of a given IF will have that sport administered in that country by a
National Governing Body (NGB) which reports to its IF. The third permanent stakeholders are
the National Olympic Committees. The mission of the NOCs is to develop, promote and protect
the Olympic Movement in their respective countries, in accordance with the Olympic Charter.
They assemble their team and bring the competitors selected by their NGBs to the Games.
Today there are over 200 NOCs
The one temporary stakeholder group is made of the Games Organizing Committees. There are
usually four in existence at any given time. Today they are officially created seven years before a
given Games are staged when a Candidate City is awarded the right to stage the Games. They
come to an end about a year after their Games conclude. Currently Committees exist for
Vancouver 2010, London 2012, Sochi 2014 and Rio de Janeiro 2016. Cities for games beyond
2016 are involved in the bid process as applicant cities or candidate cities once they are
selected by their respective NOC as that country's applicant to host the games.

Stakeholder Pins
The IOC issues pins for their staff and members. Usually these pins depict just the five rings in
various sizes. They also issue commercial pins to be sold. Examples of these are the pins for
sale at the Olympic Museum in Lausanne. They also produce some pins during a given Games.
The IOC recruits Worldwide Sponsors who have the exclusive right to promote their products as
an Olympic Sponsor worldwide. These sponsors have the right to issue pins with rings along
with pins containing games specific logos. If a company is not a Worldwide Sponsor but a
Games Sponsor, NGB or NOC sponsor, it cannot issue a pin with just rings.

Worldwide sponsor pins for Sydney
2000 (IBM and Kodak), Torino 2006
(Coca-Cola)
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Most International Federations do not issue pins for a
Games but NGBs do. Some are dated but most are
undated and are also used for competitions before
and after the Games. IFs and NGBs might also have
sponsors who issue pins.
International Biathlon Union pin, Vancouver 2010.
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Sport specific team pins: Greek Softball undated. USA Bobsled Salt
Lake City 2002. USA Track and Field Athens 2004. Argentina Luge
Vancouver 2010.

NOC pins are considered among the most desirable of the pins issued by the Permanent
Games Stakeholders by long term collectors. Most will not be made by the official licensee.
Almost all the 200 plus NOCs will bring pins to the London Games and many will bring more
than one design. Most of these will show up just before and during the games. Most will only be
available from athletes and NOC officials. Some long time collectors will try to obtain all these
pins which could approach 1000 different designs or at least one pin from each NOC. No one
really knows how many NOC pins exist for any given Games but through the collaboration of a
great many sources, close to 99% of these pins are identified within about a year after the
Games conclude. NOCs might also have sponsors who make pins.

NOC pins for Beijing 2008 South
Africa and Great Britain), and
Vancouver 2010 (Albania).
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Team pins for Vancouver 2010
(Great Britain and USA) - As these
are not specific to a sport, a subset of
NOC pins?

By far the greatest quantity of pins will be produced by a temporary stakeholder: LOCOG. Hanov
will produce a great many pins for use by the Organizing Committee which are called internal
pins. They will make most of the pins for Games Sponsors and Suppliers and the commercial
souvenir pins for sale at retail outlets.
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Organising committee commemorative pins for Atlanta 1996 and Beijing 2008.

Voiunteer
Beijing 2008 Volunteer pin.

Sochi 2014 pin promoting
their web domain.

Vancouver 2010 pin. YVR
Vancouver International
Airport.
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Closely associated with the
London Games will be a
great many Agencies who
provide services. Law
Enforcement, diplomatic
agencies, utilities,
municipal districts,
transportation and other
infrastructure organizations
all have responsibilities to
support the Games and
many make pins.

Tyson 'proud sponsor' of the USA Olympic
Committee (Protein, fruit, vegetables, whole
grain).
Where does it fit?
Dated 2008, showing skiing.
As an NOC sponsor - it belongs with the NOC
pins.

Media Pins
The last major category of pins we need to cover are Media Pins. They are not official
stakeholders in the Olympic Movement but actually finance a large portion of a Games by paying
rights fees. Thousands of accredited and non accredited members of the media will come to
London to cover the Games. Television Media pay rights fees to broadcast the Games and for
these fees, they have the right to use copyrighted Olympic marks on their pins. Print and radio
media are usually accredited but do not pay rights fees and are not legally allowed to use games
marks. Many do and others use symbols or words suggestive of the 2012 London Games
without actually violating trademark rules. In any case, the IOC and the Games Organizing
Committees usually do not press the point and these pins are also among the most sought after
pins by long term collectors.

Athens 2004 pin
International Media.

Vancouver 2010 The Globe and Mail (newspaper), Athens 2004 Radio.de, Beijing 2008 NBC
Owned Stations.
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Bid Pins
Future Games hopefuls for 2018 and beyond will be present at the London Games and almost
all will bring pins to promote their bid. Bid pins have been produced since the 1960s and a hard
core cadre of collectors will be pursuing these pins. Also London was the winner of the bid for
the 2012 Games but the campaign to host these games began in the early 2000s. Pins from
competing cities with the 2012 date exist. Almost 20 cities produced over 200 bid pins in hopes
of hosting the 2012 Games. Bid pins like this are usually popular with locals from host cities.
London should be no different.
Ambush Pins
All manner of entities from pizza parlors to substantial companies will try to attach themselves to
the goodwill generated by the Games. None will have any official attachment to the London
Games but will, without any permission, make pins associating themselves with the Games and
steal this goodwill. Many are not illegal because they avoid trademark violations and some are
quite clever. Each collector must decide if these pins will become part of their collections.

r-fly
r

Chef too OR
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Two potential ambush
pins, although they
could be classed as
'spoofs' because they do
not promote any specific
commercial interest,
however, their very
existence suggests that
there will have been a
commercial gain for the
producers.

FREEDONIA NOC

ily Telegraph
This is a general overview of one way to divide the total pins
we will all see over London the next two years. We will cover
each of these categories in depth in future articles assisted
by some of the most knowledgeable collectors within each
category. We will also cover the many themes these pins
represent. To spark your interest, some of these include
mascot, sport, venue, games mark and the like. Hopefully,
out of all this confusion will come some clarity. You will
decide what constitutes your collection. That is the bottom
line. No one but each individual collector gets to decide what
is that collector's passion. We all know what we have and
will search for what we still want to find. Happy hunting.
If you have questions or comments, please contact us at:
sidmarantz@aol.com or palilOs@aol.com.
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Daily Telegraph, Australian
ambush pin?
The use of Torino 2006 without
an Olympic reference suggests
an unofficial association.

BRITISH OLYMPIC ASSOCIATION POSTCARDS
A series of 42 postcards were produced by the British Olympic Association shortly after their
move of premises.
The cards on very heavy board have a 'metallic' face with designs printed to simulate a coarse
screen. A secondary design shows a portion of the Union flag, suggesting that the cards can be
assembled as a jig-saw.
The designs are so coarse that the description on the back is needed to decipher the image.

Cycling
In 2008 the Great Britain cycling team brought home 34
medals from the Beijing Olympic and Paralympic Games.
British Cycling is the national governing body for cycle sport
in the UK whose aim is to inspire participation in cycling as a
sport, recreation and sustainable transport through achieving
worldwide sucess.
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THE JOURNEY TO THE YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES
Thomas Lippert
2010 is a very special Olympic year. There have been celebrations of the Olympic Winter Games
in Vancouver, and also the 1st Youth Olympic Games (YOG) in Singapore. the story of the
forerunners of these games must be written later as a part of the history of the YOG.
For the YOG a flame lighting ceremony was planned and held in Ancient Olympia, and despite
the cancellation of any future global torch relays by the IOC as a reaction to the Beijing Olympic
torch relay incidents, there was a global tour of the flame ignited in Greece for the YOG, but it
was not called "Olympic torch relay" during its international journey, it was officially titled "Journey
of the Youth Olympic Flame".
The ceremony in Olympia was celebrated on Friday, Aug 23rd, 2010.
Among the speakers was IOC president Jacques Rogge, who had successfully proposed the
introduction of these games at the IOC session in Guatemala in 2007 as he had previously
introduced the European Olympic Youth Days (EYOD), which were hosted by Bath, Great Britain
in 1995 when serving as Chairman of the Organisation of European NOCs.

OLYMPIC iLAME
FROM OLYMPIA

To

S1NGAsKxzE 20.1

JULY 23, 20t0

EATA - HELLENIC POST

www.torch-retay.com

LIGHTING AND
HANDING-OVER
CEREMONY OF THE
YOUTH OLYMPIC FLAME

EYZTHMENA RE
P,E627939903GR

I! 11111110111113
RE6;..193990,GR

REGISTERED

RE621'399C3GR

Thomas Lippert
Postfach 102067
D-18003 Rostock
- Germany-
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PROGRAMME OF THE LIGHTING and
HANG OVER CEREMONY
OF THE OLYMPIC FLAME
FOR THE FIRST YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES
"SINGAPORE 201 0"

ANCIENT OLYMPIA

Friday, 23rd July 2010

10.45

- Closing time for the VIP attendance

11.00 - Opening of the Ceremony
- Olympic Anthem - Hoisting of the Olympic Flag
- National Anthem of Singapore - Hoisting of the Singaporean Flag
- National Anthem of Greece - Hoisting of the Greek Flag
- Address by the Mayor of Ancient Olympia, Mr. Georgios ADONIS
- Address by the Chairman of the Olympic Torch Relay Commission, Mr. Spyros
ZANNIAS
- Address by the President of the Hellenic Olympic Committee, Mr. Spyros
CAPRALOS
- Address by the President of the International Olympic Committee, Dr Jacques
ROGGE
- Address by the Chairman of the Organising Committee for the "SINGAPORE
2010" Youth Olympic Games, Mr. Ser Miang NG
- Offer of commemorative present to the IOC President Or Jacques ROGGE by
the HOC President Mr, Spyros CAPRALOS
- Offer of commemorative present to the Chairman of the Organising
Committee for the "SINGAPORE 2010" Youth Olympic Games, Mr. Ser Miang
NG by the HOC President Mr. Spyros CAPRALOS
- Entry of limited number of VIPs in the Temple of Hera

11.30 - Ritual of the Lighting Ceremony at the Temple of Hera
- The High Priestess and the Priestesses enter the Ancient Stadium with the
Olympic Flame

- Hand over of the Flame to the first Torchbearer, by the High Priestess
- Hand over of the Flame to the Chairman of the Organising Committee for
the "SINGAPORE 2010" Youth Olympic Games, by the HOC President

12.00 - End of the Ceremony
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The ceremony included four torch runners in Olympia - two aspiring youth athletes from Greece
and two from Singapore, before the flame was handed over to the SYOG Organizing Committee
Chairman.
At the neighbouring airport of Araxos a modem small GulfstreamG550 charter jet in Olympic
livery was waiting for the transfer of the flame to Berlin the next morning.
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On the 24th July, Berlin acted as the representative for Europe and its NOCs on the "Journey of
the Youth Olympic Flame". The previous evening, in the Olympic Stadiium the official unveiling of
the newly erected columns with the names of German Olympic winners from 1998 to 2004 took
place. Representatives from the European NOCs were present accompanied by a number of
young athletes who acted as torch bearers - for approximately 5 meters, the next day.
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After visiting one of the famous Berlin sports
clubs, the SC Siemensstadt, the flame travelled
on Saturday July 24th, 2010 via the House of the
Cultures of the World to the Brandenburg Gate,
where numerous sporting activities for visitors
were staged from early morning.
The efforts of the Olympic and Sports Collectors
Club in Berlin were eventually rewarded with a
philatelic result - the beautiful special postmark
used in a mobile post office at a booth inside the
pavilion of the German Olympic and Sports
association (DOSB).
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Worcester
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II
SAMSTAG, 24.11.11.1 2010

YOUTH OLYMPIC PAY
PIE FLAMME N BERLIN
Erlebe das Feuer der ersten Olympischen Jugendspiele auf
seiner Reise urn die Welt am Brandenburger Tor
11.00 - 16.00 Uhr

Mitmach-Aktionen filr die ganze Familie
Fordere deutsche Olympia-Stars wie
Dirk Nowitzki und Andre Lange hei
Sport und Spiel heraus

13.30 Uhr

Ankunft des Feuers und Verabschiedung
des deutschen Teams
Die Mannschaft fOr die ersten
Olympischen Jugendspiele geht auf
die Reise nach Singapur

EistTitirT FROil
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German Sports Aid, positioned
adjacent to the post-office,
presented several famous
German sportsmen to the
public with the opportunity to
obtain autographs. This would
not have been sufficient
justification for the appearance
of the NBA basketball legend
Dirk Nowitzki, who was later
presented with the IOC Trophy
by IOC Vice President Dr.
Bach - in front of the burning
flame.

The flame travelled the last 100 m to the top of the podium in 5m stages by two athletes (boys
and girls) from each of the participating European NOCs. Finally two German participants in the
YOG accepted the flame and went together with a third athlete to the cauldron. This "third
athlete" was the former gymnast Ronny Ziemer who was seriously injured during exercises and
is now confined to a wheelchair. He was honoured as the athlete to ignite the cauldron.
In addition to the postmark, new postal technologies allow other methods to record these events
in a philatelic collection. I know the problems "old-fashioned collectors" have with these new
personalised postal items, but they are also signs of our times and progress.

- The illustrations show sheets with designs approved by
Singapore Post before the issue date.

1- NBA league superstar Dirk Nowitzki (on the big screen)
and Olympic bobsleigh champion Andre Lange (right) as flag
bearers for the German summer and winter sports teams
handed over flags to the flag bearers for the Singapore
opening and closing ceremony surrounded by members of
the German team in team uniform, holding small flags.
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2 -The photo in the personalised sheetlet shows Ronny
Ziemer and behind him the delegates of several NOC in a
unique uniform.
RE 2010
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3 - The flame burns in the cauldron.
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Romain-RollandGymnasium Berlin
Sl. Andrew's Junior
College Singapur
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The Romain-Rolland-Gymnasium in Berlin and the St.Andrew's College in Singapore became
twinned schools, forming a good and lasting relationship with mutual visits and exchanges of
teachers and pupils, as took place in November 2009, with future exchanges planned.
A product of the German Post called "Pluskarte Individuell" allowed these activities to be
recorded.

(Above and below: Front and back of a panoramic size Pluskarte).
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(Philatelic background: The client designs the "stamp" imprint and selects the image(s) at home
with his computer, uses the order form on the website, transfers the content and pays. It takes
less than a week before the cards or covers are delivered to the client. All the designs are made
by the clients, and — if approved - everything is printed by the Postal administration.
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The Youth Olympic Games will be a fun - festival and a training camp for Fair Play and
education.
There were sports leaders who did not like the new version of the Olympic Games. FIFA chief J.
Blatter from Switzerland called it a 'premature birth' and used his influence to !support" it in a
very special way. He organized tournaments of 14 and 15 years old girls and boys (the YOG are
intended for teenagers between 14 and 18!) and distributed a lot of tickets to teams which are
not usually participants in this "world league", for example, Vanuatu, Papua and New Guinea
and Equatorial Guinea. He argued that this would be the rebirth of the old motto "It is the taking
part, not winning that is the important thing", others saw an attempt to devaluate the YOG - as
demonstrated by the assumptions of a commentator in the journal of the German Olympic and
Sports Association.
The flame has then journeyed via Dakar, Mexico City, Auckland and Seoul to Singapore, where
a real torch relay started. Some covers were carried aboard the plane from Berlin as so-called
'board mail'.
These were posted by crew members in the cities visited.
The opening ceremony date was also a special event for philatelists, the final set of stamps for
the YOG — four stamps, was released, together with a FDC with first day postmark, a special
commemorative sheet, two MyStamp personalised sheets - one generic with the official
symbols, the other one for personalising as previously illustrated.
Singapore Post announced that there will not be special postmarks for the ceremonies or
events, however, one TPO in the Youth Olympic Village would operate for the guests from all
over the world.
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THE is' YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES, SINGAPORE
Ellis Kwan
The 1st Youth Olympic Games were promoted with the following media release:
'Singapore will be hosting the inaugural Youth Olympic
Games (YOG) from 14 to 26 August 2010. The Singapore
2010 Youth Olympic Games will receive some 5,000
athletes and officials from the 205 National Olympic
Committees (NOCs), along with an estimated 1,200 media
representatives, 20,000 local and international volunteers,
and more than 320,000 spectators. Young athletes - aged
between 14 and 18 years - will compete in 26 sports and
take part in a Culture and Education Programme.
The Singapore 2010 Youth Olympic Games aims to inspire
youth around the world to embrace, embody and express
the Olympic values of Excellence, Friendship and Respect.
It will create a lasting sports, culture and education legacy
for Singapore and youths from around the world, as well
as enhance and elevate the sporting culture locally and
regionally.'

Si144/WORE 2010
TOLATIt OLYMPIC QAMSS

The philatelic releases for the Youth Olympic Games
Stamp issues were accompanied by a first day cover with commemorative postmark and a
presentation pack.

First issue: Issue date 25th June, 2008. - 2 values.
1st class, local.
$ 2.00

Se-tenant design of celebrating crowds.
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a t SINGAPORE
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Second issue: Issue date 14th August, 2009. - 4 values.
1st class, local.
65 c.
$ 1.10
$ 2.00

Diving.
Badminton.
Celebrating athletes.
Hurdler.
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On the same day, a stamp
sheetlet (marketed as
MyStamp sheetlet) was
also issued. A full set of
stamps was included.
Each value was attached
to two labels. On the
generic sheetlet one
showed the Games logo,
the second showed the
Mascot.
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Third issue. Issue date 14Ih August, 2010. -4 values.
1st class, local.
World Culture Village (Cultural and Educational Programme).
65 c.
Island Adventure (CEP).
$ 1.10
Swimminng.
$ 2.00
Basketball.

On the same day, a MyStamp sheetlet was also issued. The sheet includes a full set of stamps
plus two large size labels. Each label was attached to two stamps. On the generic issue one
label is illustrated with the Games logo, the second with the Mascots.

11-1 -

26 ALA6OST

2010
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Youth Olympic Village Post Office.
A Temporary Post Office was established in the Youth Olympic Village for the convenience of
the athletes and accredited visitors.
This office offered a full range of postal services and souveniir / philatelic sales.
A single ring handstamp 'YOUTH OLYMPIC VILLAGE / SINGAPORE' was used at this office.
It has been reported that only a single roll of registration labels was utilised during the operation
of this temporary post office.

II, frill 11161

R 7061 9v 0
To: Bob Farley
3 Wain Green, Long
Meadow,
Worcester, WR4 OHP,
Great Britain

Note that the ring of the cancel
appears to be fragmenting by the
28th August.

Prepaid postcard.
Limited quantities of a prepaid postcard promoting the
Fairmont as official Hotel Partner were made
available. The postal indicia shows the monogram of
the Fairmont and is valid for postage worldwide.
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The 'Fairmont' prepaid postcard.

SINGAPORE
Of ilnAL HOTEL 1.001010
••

BY AIRMAIL

1.1.1-11-11-11'10.0 11

t,o.apoteNsina

II
ZatitiO S,ogG $e • NI: 6883 1523 • Not fin SA •
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& OVERSEAS POSTAGE
paid by Singapore Post

Slogan cancellations.
In response to queries, Singapore Post released the Philatelic Information illustrated below,
confirming that seven slogan cancellations would be in use from the 19th July until 30th
September.
It was suggested that the slogans would be used on local mail, but use on international mail is
confirmed by the illustrated Fairmont postcard.

Singapore Post Limited
(Reg. No. 196201623K
Pal atelic & Stamps
10 Eunos Road 8, A02-32
Singapore Post Centre
Singapore 408600
Tel 1605
Fax *65 6841 3378
Email: sInstampeTsingpost.com
Websile: www.singpost.com

NOTICE
PHILATELIC INFORMATION
SLOGAN MESSAGES "YOUTH OLYMPIC GAMES"
We are pleased to inform that the slogan messages "Youth Olympic Games" will be used at
three CFC Machines and one FC machine on 19 July 2010 to 30 September 2010 (Both days

inclusive).
Specimens of the slogan messages are shown below.

chidiArocEVNO .
vr.cr*ocy•Amo
34 -26 AUCLI1T 2010

1
3.04ftilti20,0
l`iliturrt ocymplecAme.
.14 - 21itimiST wi 0

CFC 1 (C1)
CFC 1 (C1)
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Swimming
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14 • ZU AUGUST 2010
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'tenr4 ocr4Pia 44Mcis

t0..= AL1111./ST 2010
CFC 2 (C2)
CFC 2 (C2)

Basketball

51.444Paite2014
Tort ovemtio44.aff
14 - 26 AUGUST 2010
tiNFAAVOIte 24:
4°

~ro & OtoTriCl

Ahr.40.a.

14 • 26 AV G0S-1- 2010
CFC 3 (C3)

CFC 3 (C3) Fencing

FC (C4)

BEIJING 2008 - SPORTS Philatelic Material :
Covers, Postmarks, Maxi-cards, Postal Stationery
(including specimens), Stamps, Sheets, Phonecards.
Please notify your wants list. All other themes can be
supplied.
Please email in the first instance
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Shaoqi Wu
P. O. Box 1018
238100 Hanshan, Anhui
P. R. China
stampcn@yahoo.com

Views of the Youth Olympic Village Post Office

Postage and parcel service counters.

OFFICIAL POSTAL SERVICES SPONSOR
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Views of the Youth Olympic Village Post Office
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Youth Olympic Games, Nanjing, P. R. China
Ganxian Tang
Nanjing has been selected as host of the lid Youth Olympic Games in 2014.
On the opening day of the 1st Youth Olympic Games in Singapore, a series of twenty-six
illustrated postmarks were used incorporating pictograms for the sporting disciplines.
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Track and field

Hockey
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Boxing

Canoeing
1114A&Va U./VOA

Modern pentathlon

Wrestling

Archery

Judo
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Table tennis

Weightlifting
4*

•
2010.08 14
WAS
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Taekwondo

Shooting
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Sailing

Volleyball
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Aquatics

Cycling
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Tennis

Gymnastics

Fencing

Triathlon
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(44)

•
Basketball

Soccer
AFifigigtekttAxAR

n

LE 411a f4
•

Rowing

Equestrian

OLYMPICS
CRICKET
We specialise in the philatelic aspects
of the above sports. Visit our new internet site
to view and purchase our extraordinary stock.

AUSTRALIAN SPORTS STAMPS
PO Box 637, Dandenong 3175, Australia
Phone +61 3 9708 0708
Email: almeida@)bigpond.net.au

www.SportsStamps.com.au
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Philatelic History of the International Olympic Committee
Sessions - Part 3
Brian Hammond
Part 1 of this series was published in Torch Bearer Volume 26 issue 4 December 2009.
Part 2 of this series was published in Torch Bearer Volume 27 issue 2 June 2010.
Note - If no mention is made of a session this indicates that the author has no knowledge of any
philatelic material for that session. Additional information is welcome.
92" Session 9th — 12th June, 1987 - Istanbul. Turkey.
As hosts Turkey issued a stamp and a First day cancelation to mark the occasion Fig 56/57.

Fig. 56

E
It

93m Session 8th — 11th February, 1988 - Calgary, Canada.
The IOC issued a machine cancellation which they used in Lausanne Switzerland for the 93rd
session which took place during the 1988 Winter Olympic Games in Calgary. This cancellation
like the majority used for sessions by the IOC was in red. While Canada post marked the games
with a variety of material nothing was produced specially for this session. Fig 58

CALGARY, 9

FEMER 1983
-11QR9

93' SESSION
DU COMTE
INTERNATIONAL
OLYMPIQUE
Fig. 58
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94th Session 12th — 16th September, 1988 - Seoul, South Korea.
This session held during the Seoul Summer Olympic Games was marked by a special Stamp,
Cover and cancellation. Fig 59/60 . During this session the IOC selected Lillehammer, Norway to
host the 1994 Winter Games which were planned to be the first to be held half way through the
four year Olympiad. Candidates issued material supporting their bid which beside Lillehammer
included Anchorage, USA, Ostersund, Sweden and Sofia, Bulgaria. See Fig 61/63 for samples
of bid material from each candidate. The IOC again used a machine cancellation. Fig 64. There
was also a set of multicoloured stamps from Guinea. These refer to the IOC and include the
Olympic rings but do not specially refer to this session. Stamp values 50f, 100f, 150 and 500f Fig
65.
Fig. 59

41.110 El X is.C)REA1WS

Fig. 60

70 3°

1 I I I IL 1 I a

Olympic St:7,,
Feb. 13, 1988
Anchorage; AK 99510

994

Fig. 61
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Fig. 62

Greetings from Ostersund's Philatelic Society!
We hope that this postcard with its commemorative cancellation, expressing on" support for
Ostersund's candidature for the Olympic Winter
Games 1994, will make a suitable and valuable
addition to your collection.

M. Fernando TEIXEIRA XAVIER MARTINS
Caixa postal no 49
DUNOO/LUNDA NORTE
ANGOLA

(ober
19W, fAll 01 OSUIL'AIND
NV. th, Sytnzte ■'14.,,,,1o.

...eneolt
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94* SESSION
DU CO MITE
IN
OLYM PIQUE

Fig. 64

Note The General Assembly of Association of National Olympic Committees [ACNO] also met in
Seoul on the 21st April, 1986 and a special stamp, cover and cancelation were in use on that
occasion but they should not be confused with those issued for the 94th session.
Fig 66.

ANOC GENERAL ASSEMBLY

Fig. 66
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95th Session 29th August to 15t September, 1989 - San Juan, Puerto Rico.
Puerto Rico used a special cancelation for these games and some special covers were also
produced Fig 67. The usual red machine cancelation was in use by the IOC in Lausanne Fig 68.

Fig. 67

PRIX OLYMPIA STA.
MN JUAN, PUERTO RICO OCF901 (66) AUGUST 29, 1909
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95eme

SESSiON

C.1.

SAN JUAN DE PORTORICO
29 AOUT -1 SEPT. 1989

Fig. 68

96th Session 16th - 18th & 20th September, 1990 Tokyo, Japan.
The IOC returned to Tokyo for their 96th meeting. Japan
issued a round vignette. Another cancelation was used in
Lausanne Switzerland by the IOC. Fig 69. Atlanta USA
won the vote to stage the 1996 Centenary Olympic
Games. They promoted their bid with a label and
cancelations Fig70/72.

Fig. 69

FIRST DAY OF ISSUE

41.1n,311

Fig. 71

ATLANTA OLYMPICS -1996, YES!
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Hi) ?ATV STATION
JULY 24,1990
ATLANTA GA 30304
Other Bid cities were Athens Greece who issued a single stamp in 1989 and a set of five stamps
in 1990 plus a number of cancellations Fig 73/75.
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Toronto Canada used a special cover and cancellation fig
76.

90S1 PQ;.i
Fig. 76

Melbourne Australia issued a set of three postal stationary
postcards with a imprinted logo stamp and cancellation plus a
number of different labels all showing the Melbourne logo.
Olympic bids were often supported by commercial
organizations Fig 77/79.
0 Australia Post

POS'IAGE PRE •FAID AUSTRALIA

*. AIR MAIL

Fig. 77

POSTING IN AUSTRALIA
DP:LIVERY WORLDWIDE
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Melbourne Cricket Ground.
Mein Olympic Stadium. Venue for
Opouing end Closing Ceremonimi
• Athletics • Football !Soccer) Final.

Olympics for
Melbourne
Australia 1996
Fig. 79

Fig. 78
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Manchester UK used a cover with the 1948 Olympic stamps and cancellations fig 80 Belgrade
Yugoslavia also used a cover with a special cancellation Fig 81
Fig. 80

.LY U CAWS/918
BRITAIN - HOST TO THE 1948 OLYMPICS.
The Silver Wedding year ut George VI and Queen Elizabeth.

COMMEMORATIVE COVER
nt3CIall PO Pox 71317.km 31119 21111 1.110.1

Fig. 81

5°

Beograd '96

LAY lIA

THE CANDIDATURE OF BELGRADE
FOR THE SUMMER OLYMPIC GAMES 1996

JUGOSLAVIJA
Note — Due to large amount of material produced by Bid cities only a sample from each is
included. For example Germany did not reach the short list for the vote to host the 2012 Olympic
Summer Games. Despite this I have in my collection nearly 100 items in support of the bids from
the German bid cities.
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97th Session 13th — 1e June, 1991 - Birmingham, Great Britain [Opening ceremony on the

Birmingham lost the vote to stage the 1992 summer games but the IOC selected the city to host
their 97th session.
Royal Mail produced four different
cancelations but no stamps for this
session Fig Fig 82/85.
Fig. 83
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The IOC used their usual machine cancelation for the 97th session. Fig 86.
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EXPO FILATELICA NACIONAL

01.61.75

Fig. 87
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Bid Cites to host the 1998 winter Olympic games were
Nagano, Japan. Salt Lake City, USA. Ostersund,
Sweden. Jaca, Spain and Aosta, Italy. Fig 87/88.
St Thomas and Principe were the only country to issue
stamps. The three miniature sheets supported the bid
from Nagano Japan who won the vote. All three also
include the Birmingham session logo Fig 89.
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Note. As the number of
cites wishing to stage
both the summer and
winter games increased
the IOC appointed an
evaluation committee to
produce a short list of
suitable candidates to
host the games. This
reduces the cities voted
on by IOC members to
between three and five.

100th Session 23`d — 24th 1993 - Lausanne, Switzerland.
The one hundredth special session took place in the Olympic city of Lausanne. The IOC issued a
cover and cachet as well as a machine cancelation in two versions. Fig 90/91.
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101st Session 21st — 24th September, 1993 - Monte — Carlo, Monaco.
Monaco issued 16 stamps in two stamp booklets of 8 different stamps plus a miniature sheet of
ten 1.7 Euro stamps of the same design but of a different design to those in the booklets.

Fig. 92
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Fig. 93

monsx
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Fig. 95
7,00F
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1,07€

Fig. 94
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Monaco also used a special
cancellation and a machine
cancellation for this session Fig
92/96. A special red franking
machine cancellation was used by
the IOC.
Sydney Australia was selected to
host the 2000 games ahead of
Beijing China, Manchester UK,
Berlin Germany and Istanbul
Turkey, A large amount of material
exists from the bid Cities including
a large number of labels, cards,
covers and cancellations. One
item from each bid city is included
here Fig 97/101 [note -the stamp
on the Berlin 2000 cover shows
the Berlin Olympic stadium as part
of a set of four sports promotion
stamps but not specifically issued
for the 2000 bid].
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BUSINESS REPLY SERVICE
Licence No MR 8993

MANCHESTER
2000

The Olympic Suite
Churchgote House
56 Oxford Street
MANCHESTER
M1 8D.1
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With compliments
istanbui 2000
Olympic Bidding Committee

ISTANBUL 2000

Fig. 101
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102nd Session 8th -10th February, 1994 - Lillehammer, Norway.
The only item I know of for this session is a souvenir envelope from the Lillehammer Hotel used
by the IOC during the Winter Olympic Games. Fig 102.

International
Olympic
Committee

Fig. 102

1.11.1.FH AkIM FR 10Tfl

th
103rd Session 4th — 5 September, 1994 - Paris, France
This session took place during the Olympic Congress. For examples of philatelic Items see the
Congress article in Torch Bearer Volume 26 issue 3.

SOCIETY

of

OLYMPIC

COLLECTORS
June 2010, - Fixed Price sales list
All items are stil available **
See the sales list distributed with June 2010 Torch Bearer
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LONDON 2012, JULY 27", 2010
To compliment the Royal Mail stamp issue Olympics and Paralympics (II) on the 27th July 2010,
permission was sought and obtained to produce SmartStamps illustrated with the pictograms of
the sports included in the stamp designs.
Attempts were made to service covers at the post offices nearest to the sports venues, and
because of the geographical spread of the football venues, the only solution for Glasgow,
Manchester and Newcastle involved mailing the covers by the next day delivery service.
Fortunately, we were rewarded with collectable covers.
SS2010-5
Rowing (Paralympic)
Post office near venue:
Eton Wick

Paralympic Rowing
SS2010-6
Shooting
Post office near venue:
Woolwich

Shooting

SS2010-7
Modern pentathlon

Post offices near venues:
Greenwich, Stratford.

SS2010-8
Boxing / Taekwondo
Post office near venue:
Freemasons Road
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SS2010-9
Cycling BMX
Post office near venue:
Stratford

SS2010-10
Table Tennis
(Paralympic)
Post office near venue:
Freemasons Road

SS2010-11
Goalball (Paralympic).
Hockey.
Post office near venue:
Stratford

,C) C e )
e
z 27. JL 10
C

) Post

Office

C" "A,

..

T

El

x

,0 27. JL 10
,,
g.
Post

Office

SS2010-12 Football. Note that covers mailed at Cardiff have Welsh text and postal indicia.

Post offices near venues:
Wembley (due to the quality of handstamps Wembley Hill and Alperton Wembley post offices
were used.
Cardiff (Millenium Stadium); Coventry (new Midlands venue - Ricoh Arena);
Salford (Old Trafford); Glasgow (Hamden Park); Newcastle (St Jame's Park).
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Special handstamps
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U415 iPte:
11812
Numbers 11805,
11809 and 11810
associate with the
football stamp of the
Olympic issue.
Number 4680 relates
to the rowing stamp
because number
11797 is specific to the
booklet stamp.

SmartStamp cover
2nd class upgraded with
counter handstamp

£0.32
7XDI 001,
1

27 07 1C

Porolyrornc Rowirty

Royal' Mir
\ :.1 ESJLEI

%48

SmartStamp cover
'Signed for with counter
handstamp.

910101,1093G0

0t0e

ii

1F

LII mmil 11111
CMP'S 5011

71".

0101
1tj

W2cOck
24 eilm2ta! CregrAnt
Etrentstood
Ease<

Ctol,4 5ES

Special handstamp cover
11808 Rebecca Adlington.

REBECCA ADIAWGION OBE
Beijing 2008
7••••
400 metres Free 1e Swimming
800 metres
— World record

Special handstamp cover
11807 Table tennis.
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Sony, we can only supply 1 of each set and/or one
Smart Stamp or FOC of individual sports/venues
Set of 9 covers SS2010-5 to 12W
SS2010-5
SS2010-6
SS2010-7
S52010-7
SS2010-8
SS2010-9
SS2010-10
SS2010-11
SS2010-12
SS2010-12

:Eton Wick
1 Rowing
:2 Shooting
Woolwich
1Stratford
3 Mod Pentath
'Greenwich
13 Mod Pentath
:4 Taekw & Boxing :Excel
1Stratford
:5 Cycling (BMX)
16 Table tennis
:Excel
17 Hockey & Goalball :Stratford
:Wembley
18 Soccer
19 Soccer (Welsh
:Cardiff

SS2010-12C 1.8 Soccer
SS2010-12G :8 Soccer
SS2010-12M :8 Soccer
SS2010-12N :8 Soccer

Airmail
Signed For
2nd 9p
Cost Order Cost Order Cost Order
£35.00
£17.50
£12.50
£1.50:
£1.501
£1.501
£1.501
£1.50:
£1_501
£1.501
£1.50:
£1.501

:Coventry
!Glasgow
:Manchester
:Newcastle

£4.501
£4.501
£4.501
£4.501
£4.501
£4.501
£4.501
£4.501
£4.50:

£2.00:
£2.001
£2.001
£2.001
£2.001
£2.001
£2.001
£2.001
£2.001

£5.00:
E.5.00;
£5.00:
£5.001

£20.00
Set of 16 FLICs as below
Handstamp no
£1.50:
4680:1 Rowing (P)
:Windsor
£1.50:
11797:2 Rowing booklet P :Eton Dorney
!London
£1.501
1180213 Shooting
£1.501
1180314 Mod Pentath
▪: Greenwich
£1.501
Edinburgh
FD10 2915 Boxing
£1.501
11801 6 Taekwando
▪: London
11MBA
£1.501
11798 7 Cycling
:Games
£1.501
117998 Cycling
:Birmingham
£1.501
118069 Cycling
:Nicole Cooke
£1.501
11812110 Cycling
£1.501
1180011 Table tennis (P !Countdown
1Birmingham
11_501
11807112 H (P) booklet
£1.50:
1Countdowm
11800 13 Hockey
£1.501
Rowingt on
FD10 30 14 Goalball
[Wembley
£1.501
11804115 Soccer
lAdlington
£1.501
11808116 Swimming
Total each column
Total order
Postage
UK up to £20
UK Over £20 (reg'd)
Europe (Reg'd)
World (registered)
Total to Pay
Your Flame & Address

£1.00
Registered sendings will be in
£5.50
collectable covers with
£6.00
Olympic franking
£8.00

Your e-mail
Your phone
Pay by PayPal to rnarathon@societyofolyrnpiccollectors.or2
Order by post from Bob Wilcock, 24 Hamilton Crescent, Brentwood, Essex, CM14 5ES
(UK cheques only, Euro or US$ cash by registered post only please - £1 = €1.25 or $1.6)

Olympic Games Memorabilia
Auctions
Want List Service
Appraisal Service
Exhibit Service
Always buying, selling & accepting consignments:
Torches, Winners' and Participation Medals,
Pins, Badges, Diplomas, Posters, Official Reports,
Programs, Tickets, Souvenirs.
Three Auctions per Year - Catalogs available.

Ingrid O'Neil
Sports & Olympic Memorabilia
PO Box 872048, Vancouver WA 98687 USA
Tel. (360) 834-5202 + Fax (360) 834-2853
www.ioneil.com ♦ ingrid@ioneil.com
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